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Abstract

The electric properties of monolithic microwave integrated circuits

can be described in terms of their scattering matrix using Maxwellian

equations. The corresponding three-dimensional boundary value prob-

lem of Maxwell's equations can be solved by means of a �nite-volume

scheme in the frequency domain. This results in a two-step procedure:

a time and memory consuming eigenvalue problem for nonsymmetric

matrices and the solution of a large-scale system of linear equations

with inde�nite symmetric matrices. Improved numerical solutions for

these two linear algebraic problems are treated.
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1 Introduction

The design of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC) requires ef-

�cient CAD tools in order to avoid costly and time-consuming redesign cy-

cles. Commonly, network-oriented methods are used for this purpose. With
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increasing frequency and growing packaging density, however, the coupling

e�ects become critical and the simple low-frequency models fail. Thus, �eld-

oriented simulation methods become an indispensable tool for circuit design.

Figure 1 illustrates the principal structure under investigation. Since the

electric properties are described in terms of the scattering matrix, transmis-

sion-line sections have to be attached at the ports. This de�nes propagation

constants and mode patterns required for scattering matrix calculation. Typ-

ical line structures are planar lines (microstrip, coplanar waveguide), coaxial

lines, or rectangular waveguides. The scattering matrix describes the struc-
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Figure 1: Structure under investigation

ture in terms of wave modes at the ports [2], [3], [1], [4], [5], which can

be computed from the electromagnetic �eld. A three-dimensional bound-

ary value problem can be formulated using Maxwell's equations in order to

compute the electromagnetic �eld.

The application of the �nite-volume method to the three-dimensional

boundary value problem for the Maxwellian equations results in the so-called

Finite-Di�erence method in the Frequency Domain (FDFD).

The program package F3D (Finite Di�erenzen dreidimensional) [3], [1]

allows to simulate the electromagnetic �eld of nearly arbitrarily shaped struc-

tures.

2 Scattering Matrix

The transmission lines of the structure must be longitudinally homogeneous.

The junction of the transmission lines, the so-called discontinuity, may have

an arbitrary structure. A short part of the transmission lines is considered
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as a part of the discontinuity. The whole structure may be surrounded with

an enclosure. Cross-sectional planes p = 1 and p = 2, so-called ports, are

de�ned on the transmission lines. The incoming modes ~a
(p)
l

are changed in

the discontinuity (see Figure 1). The complex generalized scattering matrix

S describes the energy exchange and phase relation between all outgoing

modes ~b
(p)
l

and all incoming modes ~a
(p)
l

[5].

S =

0
BB@

S11 S12 � � � S1ms

S21 S22 � � � S2ms

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Sms1 Sms2 � � � Smsms

1
CCA = (S�;�); (1)

�; � = 1(1)ms; ms =

pX
p=1

m(p):

m(p) is the number of modes which have to be taken into account on the

cross-sectional plane p. p is the number of cross-sectional planes.

The scattering matrix can be extracted from the orthogonal decomposi-

tion of the electric �eld at a pair of two neighboring cross-sectional planes p

and p + �p (see Figure 1) on each waveguide for a number of linear inde-

pendent excitations of the transmission lines. Therefore, we need the electric

�eld. The electric �eld is computed using a boundary value problem for the

Maxwellian equations.

3 The Boundary Value Problem

Because the scattering matrix is de�ned in the frequency domain, it is con-

venient to restrict oneself to �elds which vary with the time t according to

the complex exponential function e|!t. Thus, we use the integral form of the

Maxwellian equations in the frequency domain:

I
@


1

~��0
~B � d~s =

Z



(|!~��0 ~E) � d~
;
I
[


(~��0 ~E) � d~
 = 0;

I
@


~E � d~s =

Z



(�|! ~B) � d~
;
I
[


~B � d~
 = 0;

(2)
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taking into account the constitutive relations

~B = � ~H; ~D = � ~E; with � = �+
�

|!
; � = ~��0; � = ~��0:

The two equations on the right-hand side of (2) correspond to Gauss' ux

laws. The �eld vectors ~E, ~H , ~D, and ~B (electric and magnetic �eld intensity,

electric and magnetic ux density, respectively) are complex functions of the

spatial coordinates only. ! is the circular frequency and |2 = �1. The

permeability �, the permittivity �, and the conductivity � are assumed to be

scalar functions of the spatial coordinates. � is the complex permittivity.

Boundary conditions

At the enclosure, except at the cross-sectional planes, the tangential electric

or the tangential magnetic �eld is known. At the cross-sectional planes p the

transverse electric �eld ~E
(p)
t = ~Et(zp) is given by superposing transmission

line modes ~E
(p)
t;l

= ~Et;l(zp) with weighted mode-amplitude sumsw
(p)
l

= wl(zp).

The transverse electric mode �elds ~E
(p)
t;l

are computed using an eigenvalue

problem for transmission lines (see section 6).

The transverse mode �elds ~E
(p)
t;l

satisfy an orthogonality relation (�l;m
Kronecker symbol).

~E
(p)
t =

m
(p)X

l=1

w
(p)
l

~E
(p)
t;l
;

Z



( ~E
(p)
t;l
� ~H

(p)
t;m) � d~
 = �m�l;m; �m = 1[W ]: (3)

This means that a three-dimensional boundary value problem of the Max-

wellian equations is formulated.

The orthogonality relation is applied at two neighboring cross-sectional

planes zp and zp+�p = zp +�zp (see Figure 1):

1
�m

R



( ~E
(p)
t � ~H

(p)
t;m) � d~
 = ~a

(p)
m + ~b

(p)
m = w

(p)
m ;

1
�m

R



( ~E
(p+�p)
t � ~H

(p)
t;m) � d~
 = ~a

(p+�p)
m +~b

(p+�p)
m = w

(p+�p)
m :

(4)

The weighted mode-amplitude sums w
(p)
l

are given. Because of

~a(p+�p)
m

= ~a(p)
m
e�|k

(p)
z
l
�zp ; ~b(p+�p)

m
= ~b(p)

m
e+|k

(p)
z
l
�zp (5)

we can eliminate ~a
(p+�p)
m and ~b

(p+�p)
m from (4). Obtaining the mode ampli-

tudes ~a
(p)
m and ~b

(p)
m we can compute the scattering matrix (1) [5].
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4 The Maxwellian Grid Equations

It is advantageous to solve the Maxwellian equations directly rather than

solving a partial di�erential equation of second order derived therefrom, be-

cause the quantities ~� and ~� can be di�erent from cell to cell when using

Maxwellian equations. The region is divided into elementary rectangular par-
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Figure 2: Primary and dual grid

allelepipeds by using a three-dimensional nonequidistant orthonormal Car-

tesian grid. The components Ex, Ey, and Ez of the electric �eld ~E are located

in the centers of the edges of the elementary cells. The components Bx, By,

and Bz, on the other hand are normal to the face centers [9], [8]. Thus, the

electric �eld components form a primary grid and the magnetic ux density
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components a dual grid (see Figure 2). Using the lowest-order integration

formulae I
@


~f � d~s �
X

(�fisi);
Z



~f � d~
 � f
 (6)

to approximate the integrals in (2) we get the matrix representation of

Maxwell's equations:

ATDs=~�
~b = |!�0�0DA~�~e; BDA~�~e = 0;

ADs~e = �|!DA
~b; BTDA

~b = 0

(7)

with

~e =

0
@ ~ex

~ey
~ez

1
A ;

~ex = (ex1; ex2; : : : ; exnxyz )
T ;

~ey = (ey1; ey2 ; : : : ; eynxyz )
T ;

~ez = (ez1 ; ez2; : : : ; eznxyz )
T ;

exl = Exi;j;k
;

eyl = Eyi;j;k
;

ezl = Ezi;j;k
;

(8)

~b =

0
B@

~bx
~by
~bz

1
CA ;

~bx = (bx1; bx2; : : : ; bxnxyz )
T ;

~by = (by1 ; by2; : : : ; bynxyz )
T ;

~bz = (bz1; bz2; : : : ; bznxyz )
T ;

bxl = Bxi;j;k
;

byl = Byi;j;k
;

bzl = Bzi;j;k
;

(9)

` = (k � 1)nxy + (j � 1)nx + i; nxy = nxny; nxyz = nxnynz:

The vectors ~e and ~b contain the components of the electric �eld and the

components of the magnetic ux density of the elementary cells, respectively.

The diagonal matrices Ds and DA contain the information on material and

on dimension for the structure and the corresponding mesh. A represents

the curl operator in the second Maxwellian equation of (2) using the primary

grid. B represents the surface integral of the divergence. A and B are sparse

and contain the values 1, -1, and 0 only.

5 The System of Linear Algebraic Equations

The two equations of the left-hand side of (7) form a system of linear alge-

braic equations of the electromagnetic �eld in the absence of any boundary
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conditions. Eliminating the components of the magnetic ux density the

number of unknowns in this two equations can be reduced by a factor of two:

Q1~e = 0; Q1 = ATDs=~�D
�1
A
ADs � k20DA~�; k0 = !

p
�0�0: (10)

Taking into account the boundary conditions we get a partitioning of the

matrix Q1 into a sum of two matrices

Q1~e = (Q1;A +Q1;r)~e = 0;

and we have to solve

~Q1;A
~~e = ~~r; ~Q1;A = D

1
2
s Q1;AD

�
1
2

s ; ~~r = D
1
2
s ~r; ~r = �Q1;r~e: (11)

Adding the matrix representation of the gradient of the electric-�eld diver-

gence, which is equal to zero for �elds without space charge,

~��0r(
1

(~��0)2
r � ~��0 ~E) = 0 ) Q2~e = 0

with

Q2 = D�1
s
DA~�B

TD�1
V ~�~�BDA~�

to (11) gives the system

( ~Q1;A + ~Q2;A)~~e = ~~r (12)

with

~Q2 = D
1
2
s Q2D

�
1
2

s ; ~Q2 = ~Q2;A + ~Q2;r; ~~e = D
1
2
s ~e; ~Q2;r

~~e = 0; ~Q2;A
~~e = 0

which can be solved numerically faster [1]. The e�ect of this additional

term can be interpreted as preconditioning. The system of linear algebraic

equations is solved using multicoloring or independent set orderings to reduce

the dimension of the system. The reduced systems are solved using iterative

methods with preconditioning. The execution time was reduced by a factor

of 10 in comparison to the original package F3D.
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6 The Eigenvalue Problem

Before we can solve the system of linear equations we have to compute the

transverse electric mode �elds ~E
(p)
t;l

at the port for the boundary condition

using an eigenvalue problem. We consider a selected transmission line in the

discussion to follow. ~� and ~� are functions of transverse position but are

independent of the longitudinal direction. Thus, we assume that the �elds

vary exponentially in the longitudinal direction :

~E(x; y; z � 2h) = ~E(x; y; z)e�|kz2h: (13)

kz is the propagation constant. A substitution of the ansatz (13) into the

system of linear equations (10) taking into account boundary conditions, and

the elimination of the longitudinal electric �eld components by means of the

electric-�eld divergence equation (see 7)) gives an eigenvalue problem [4] for

the transverse electric �eld on the transmission line region:

M(h2)~e = (h)~e ; type(M) = (2nxy � nb; 2nxy � nb): (14)

The sparse matrix M is nonsymmetric. ~e consists of components Exi;j;k
and

Eyi;j;k
, k = const, of the eigenfunctions. The size of nb depends on the

boundary conditions at the port. The propagation constants kz (16) can be

computed from  (15) after the solution of the eigenvalue problem (14):

�(h) = e�|kz�2h + e+|kz�2h � 2 = �4 sin2(kz�h) = u� + |v�; (15)

kz� =
|

2h
ln

�
�

2
+ 1 +

r
�

2

��
2
+ 2
��

= �� � |��; � = 1(1)2nxy � nb: (16)

The energy of the complex and evanescent modes decreases exponentially

with the distance from the discontinuity. Thus, most of the modes can be

neglected within the limit of accuracy. Generally speaking, the larger the

magnitude of the imaginary part of kz the stronger the decay. Therefore, the

propagation constants kz� , � = 1(1)2nxy � nb, are sorted in ascending order

of j �� j. In the case if some j �� j have the same value the constants kz� are

sorted in descending order of j �� j.
In the original version of the program package F3D all propagation con-

stants are computed and sorted in order to select the wanted propagation

constants. This way is very time-consuming. The full matrix is stored.
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In order to avoid the time-consuming computation of all eigenvalues  we

use the implicitly restarted Arnoldi iteration [7], [6] now, which is carried

out twice to �nd the �rst propagation constants of the sorted set.

Using the iterative method the computation of the needed propagation

constants in a typical example is 40-fold faster than in the old version. The

reduction of the memory consumption amounts the 20-fold, since the sparse

storage technique is applied.

7 Conclusions

The Finite Di�erence method in Frequency Domain allows the calculation of

the scattering matrix for a number of simultaneously excited modes. This is

an advantage compared with computations in the Time Domain. The price

to be paid is the high memory consumption and the time-consuming solution

of an eigenmode problem of high dimension and of large systems of linear

algebraic equations.

We avoid the time-consuming computation of all eigenvalues in order to

calculate a selected set of propagation constants using an iterative method

that is carried out twice. We �nd that the SSOR preconditioning combined

with the multicoloring or independent set orderings is a very e�cient method

to solve the systems of linear equations. The numerical e�ort and the storage

requirements can be reduced considerably.
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